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FINE DINING (reservations recommended)
Ambrosia (Oia) - a tranquil setting with a terrace view overlooking the Caldera,
serving fine Mediterranean and Modern Greek Cuisine along with a select wine list
containing well-known local wines

Selene (Fira) - established with the aim to show and promote the local products
along with the local cuisine and the desire to transmit to their guests a taste of the
island's culture. They also offer wonderful cooking classes
Lauda (Oia) – Andronis Boutique Hotel. Traditional Greek organic products, along
with international culinary trends and new flavors in Santorinian gastronomy and
wine traditions
Kaliya (Fira) – Greek cuisine reimagined. Dishes with respect to wellness,
local and sustainable ingredients. Great Caldera views

CASUAL DINING
Ammoudi Taverna (Ammoudi) - At the picturesque Ammoudi Bay in Santorini
island. Relax under the sound of the Aegean waves and with the view of blue
water
Metaksi Mas (Exo Gonia) – a Santorini/Cretan-inspired menu.
Situated completely off the tourist trail, it occupies an old stone cottage hidden
away behind a roadside church. Reservations are recommended and ask
for a table outside on the terrace
Roka - Roka is a cozy, out-of-the-way restaurant that feels
like dinner in a big house serving Greek and Santorian specialties.
Aktaion (Firostefani) - this 90-year-old tavern has seen three generations
of Lefteris Roussos family sharing their love and passion for Santorini,
its products and its tastes
Vassilikos Restaurant (Kamari) - serves delicious and genuine tastes from the
island and Mediterranean cuisine
Feggera (Megalohori) - taste Greek cuisine based on local produce or try the
cooking lessons offered, where you will learn how to prepare some of the
island's authentic dishes
Anemomilos (Oia) - Greek traditional dishes, try the cheese pies and fava
Fino (Oia) - Delicious Mediterranean cuisine, intriguing signature cocktails and a great
selection of high-quality local wines.
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Paraki (Vlyhada) – traditional tavern serving hearty seafood dishes made with freshest
local produce
Krinaki (Finikia) – Traditional Greek cuisine with a twist, great wine selection
Melitini (Oia) – Traditional Greek cuisine (meze), off the main rord, cozy,
friendly, fresh local products, cured delicacies and traditional based alcohol
drinks (wine, raki and beers)

BAR / COCKTAILS
Hasapiko (Oia) - housed in a former butcher's shop, this lively bar (better known as
Mary-Kay, after the owner) is an institution
Franco's Café (Pyrgos) - Franco Colombo has forsaken his legendary bar in Fira
for a refined setting beside the fortress of Pyrgos. Top-notch cappuccinos and
Bellinis
Koo Club (Fira) - the absolute place for your night entertainment on the island
Tango Cocktail Bar (Fira) – fresh fruit cocktails, stunning views and great music
Catch Bar Restaurant - (Oia) Under the umbrella of Andronis Exclusive. Enjoy the
atmosphere and location – traditional comfort-food classics and excellent cocktails
PK Cocktail Bar (Fira) - Cocktails with a view. Try Champagne Sunsets
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SITES & ACTIVITIES
Volcano - the two small islands in the centre of the Santorini Caldera, Palea and
Nea Kameni, are the youngest volcanic lands in the eastern Mediterranean and
represent the volcano’s most recent activity
The Museum of Prehistoric Thera –located in the island’s capital, Fira, this
small museum houses frescoes and other archaeological treasures found during
the excavation of Ancient Akrotiri, as well as other digs sites round the Aegean
Islands
The Archeological Museum –palso located in Fira and contains sculpture ranging
from the Archaic to the Roman period, inscriptions, ranging from the Archaic to
the Roman period, as well as vases and clay figurines, dating from the Geometric
to the Hellenistic periods
The Koutsoyannopoulos Wine Museum –located in Vothonas, this presents the
history of wine and the life of vine-growers in Santorini from 1660 to 1950
Akrotiri - the newly opened excavation site exhibits the Minoan Bronze Age
settlement that was buried in the eruption in second millennium BC (similar to
Pompeii)
Hiking / Walking –Santorini’s dramatic landscape provides visitors with
spectacular walks and hikes. There are a variety of sites and local guides to assist
if you wish. The most beautiful hike is from Fira to Oia, along the edge of the
Caldera, it takes about 3 hours (hat and water strongly recommended)
Caldera Cruise –experience the majesty of Santorini’s dramatic landscape
from the water. Choose between a luxury catamaran and a traditional caique.
Most excursions visit the hot springs and the more exclusive also include some
undiscovered coves for a swim
Wine Tours –for wine lovers this is a must! Santorini’s volcanic soil produces a
variety of delicious wines and the island is dotted with wineries. Boutari, Domaine
Sigalas and Hatzidakis are just a few options
Venetsanos Winery – (Caldera Megalochori) go for the wine & view
Cooking Classes –Santorini is full of unique local dishes and taking the
opportunity to prepare some of these is a great experience. There are options for
all interests and skill levels, and some even include visits to organic farms and
cheese making and wine making
Yoga, biking, scuba diving and other sport related activities are offered
throughout the island as well
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BEACHES

Perivolos – 15km south east of Fira. It is distinguished for its sparkling azure blue
waters and tranquil atmosphere. On the beachfront, there are numerous taverns,
pubs and restaurants serving fresh fish and local delicacies
Perissa – 15km south east of Fira. It offers an impressive long stretch of black
sandy beach
Kamari – 10 km south east of Fira. It is situated on the opposite side of Persissa
beach
Red Beach – 8km southwest of Fira. It is composed of red and black volcanic rocks
and is one of the most famous beaches in Santorini
Cape Kolombo – 10 km from Fira. North east side of the island. This is one of the
most isolated beaches and the quietest on the island of Santorini
Vlyhada – 13 km from Fira. Black sandy beach in beautiful surroundings

GETTING AROUND
Bus - The island has a bus system that will get you to most major towns and beaches

Taxi - There is also taxi service on the island, but please keep in mind that the number of
taxis is limited
For more freedom - you may want to rent a car / moped / ATV for a day or two. The hotel
staff can assist you
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